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Moderne (english version)
by Christof Dipper

Definition

The word Moderne (modernity)  has been a staple of many disciplines ever since

the 1980s, though previously restricted almost exclusively to the fields of

aesthetics and literary criticism (and referred to here in English as “modernism”).

The term can have a variety of meanings, however, depending on its context. At

present it is used in at least three ways. In its original meaning, Moderne referred

to the modernist style of literature, music, art or architecture which claimed to be

absolutely new compared with what had come before, an unprecedented and

radical break with all conventions. With the exception of architecture, all varieties

of this modern style have long become a thing of the past. The second meaning is

not much newer. Modernity in this sense refers to the combination of Zeitdiagnose

and Weltverhalten – of trying to understand the present and exhibiting a certain

behavior towards the world. In this view, the greatest achievement and guiding

principle of modernity is rationalism. Modernity, in this sense, is conceived as a

universal norm, a value with a largely positive connotation. Sociologists, political

scientists and philosophers tend to take this view of modernity. Finally, the most

recent meaning of modernity refers to a historical period. Though the other two

versions of modernity are likewise rooted in time, they lack an epochal character,

i.e., a temporal category capable of conjoining varied characteristics in a

meaningful way. Historians will always argue over the beginning and end of an

era, and so there are a number of different notions of what constitutes the modern

Mirosław Bałka, How It Is, Tate Modern, London 2009, Foto: fairlybuoyant Flickr (CC BY-SA 2.0)
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era. Some date its beginning to around 1500 – what German historians generally

refer to as the beginning of the Neuzeit or “modern era” – whereas others (social

scientists included) opt for 1800. In the following I will suggest yet another starting

point, following the word’s actual usage in the German-speaking world.

The origins of the term Moderne
The German term Moderne was coined in 1886 by a hitherto unknown group of

writers.  The word was meant to denote the utterly new and unprecedented, the

complete disavowal of aesthetic traditions – a counterpoint, as it were, to Antike

(antiquity). The aesthetic debate over antiqui vs. moderni had been going on for

two hundred years at that point, with no corresponding term for the latter in

German. Apparently the term was perfectly suited to expressing the sense of

having reached a cultural threshold, Brockhaus encyclopedia having absorbed it

in 1895 with the result that it soon gained general currency. It was defined there

as follows: “Moderne: Designation for the quintessence of recent social, literary

and artistic trends.”  The term, in fact, has had a rather checkered career, its

originators having long since been forgotten.

Brockhaus was right in pointing out that the concept was initially used mainly by

writers and artists. They vied for dibs on the label, as their aesthetic approaches

varied greatly and none of them wanted to submit to the dictates of Berlin. The

celebrated Viennese critic and writer Hermann Bahr tried to bring some clarity to

the term as early as 1890. Moderne, he wrote, was on the one hand an attempt

to due justice to the present; on the other hand, the present was just one moment

“in the eternal becoming and passing away of all things,” so that aesthetic

prescriptions in the “nasally tone of a governess” were henceforth a thing of the

past.  The Moderne is now, tomorrow the Moderne will be different, and yet it will

always be modern – this was Bahr’s message, which merely calls to mind a

much-discussed theory in the art world since the days of Baudelaire,  relativizing

the innovators’ claim to absoluteness. Other authors were more radical. Samuel

Lublinski took stock in 1904 in his Bilanz der Moderne (Balance Sheet of

Modernity), suggesting it had come to an end already.

The term did not go away, though, in the field of contemporary art, with ever new

movements claiming it as their own. Moderne thus remained a controversial battle

cry, one that needed explaining and defending, sometimes by tacking on

modifiers like “classic.” In the long run this was futile, however. Those wanting to

sidestep the issue either chose a more neutral term – like in the case of the

[2]
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Institute of Modern Art in Boston, renaming itself the Institute of Contemporary Art

– or simply called each new manifestation of style “postmodern.”  Both of these

happened in the 1950s, indicating that World War II had given rise to a new

cultural self-understanding. Only in Germany – which had a lot of catching up to

do after the setbacks of the Nazi era – did Moderne experience a renaissance

after 1945. The German language has meanwhile caught up, the zeitgeist and art

scene of the German-speaking world having finally entered the “Postmoderne.”

Moderne and scholarship
Theology

It was actually only the fields of study concerned with Zeitdiagnose that had any

use for this neologism, one that had entered common parlance “almost

overnight.”  It is therefore all the more surprising that Protestant theology was the

first to adopt the concept in Germany. This was not so much an attempt to keep

up with Reform Catholics, who ever since the 1890s described their own varied

endeavors – their opponents even more so – as a form of Modernismus

(modernism).  Viennese university theologian Karl Beth developed an extensive

catalog of features to describe what he considered the Moderne – the very same

year that Vatican denounced the reform movement as heretical – tracing its

historical roots back to “Renaissance modernity”  with its path-breaking

achievement of defending the autonomy of human reason. Luther’s Reformation,

on the other hand, was to his mind what nowadays is generally called

“premodern.” Two years later his colleague Otto Baumgarten in Kiel reported on

his observations of the varied attempts to “modernize” Christianity, all of which

shared the conviction that “modern intellectual culture […] could not be opposed

to Christianity per se,” but was actually “rather congenial to it.”  By talking about

Christianity as whole, he elaborated on a common theory back then that

Protestantism had given birth to modernity, a notion challenged by Ernst

Troeltsch.  The belief in a synthesis of Christianity and Moderne turned out to be

short-lived, however, as empirical evidence seemed to refute it. Whatever the

case, the relationship between the two was never an easy one.

Sociology

Georg Simmel is the only sociologist to use the German neologism Moderne after

the turn of the century. His experiential (and admittedly sketchy) theory of the

Moderne, focusing on the neurasthenic city-dweller and adhering to Baudelaire’s

theory of the transitory, was generally more popular outside his newly established

field of study, striking a chord in particular with Walter Benjamin.  Max Weber,
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for his part, never used the term Moderne. He spoke instead of “occidental

rationalism,” whose origins increasingly fascinated him as a process unique in

world history, hence its paramount significance for subsequent modernization

theory and, more recently (in the German-speaking world), the theory of the

Moderne. Unlike theologians, he did not pinpoint a historical watershed, but made

out a wealth of contingent circumstances which over the course of time had

combined to effect a transformation of consciousness and behavior that, once

having come into existence, was transferred to other cultures – in Weber’s view,

initially the Catholic ones.  But this rationalism had its price, according to Weber.

Instead of sanctifying everyday life, as the Puritans had hoped, it unleashed a

process resulting in the opposite: “secularization,” a concept soon elevated by

scholars into one of the driving forces of occidental intellectual history during the

modern era. Weber himself was critical of this process and the “iron cage” of

rationality threatening humanity as a result.

Since sociology itself is a child of modernity it was all but inevitable that competing

schools of thought would address the emergence and interpretation of the

modern world. Their findings were often even more culture-critical than Weber,

hence they looked for ways to escape the travails of modernity. Quite a few of its

German representatives – Hans Freyer and Arnold Gehlen, to name the most

prominent – got caught in the maelstrom of Nazism, which itself had a love-hate

relationship with modernity and unleashed an unprecedented orgy of violence to

save the parts it considered worthy. German sociology eventually reworked its

“narrative of salvation” after 1945. Freyer, for example, suggested that the losses

of industrial modernism were offset by a previously unimaginable growth in

freedom in the sense of unlimited possibilities, a view that won him many

followers.  This is worth noting here because of the common assumption

nowadays that cultural criticism itself is a “reflex of modernity.”  As it generally

works with historical materials, cultural criticism has a direct link to historiography.

Historiography

German historians were slow to pick up on the term Moderne. For one thing, they

used a centuries-old and internationally accepted system of periodization, dividing

Western history into three eras: Altertum (antiquity), Mittelalter (the Middle Ages)

and Neuzeit (the modern era). These periods were intended as neutral

designations, though this was easier said than done when it came to the “Dark

Ages.” Closely related to this is, second, the notion of historical continuity, a

legacy of historicism. Unlike nowadays, German history was generally viewed as a

seamless development well into the twentieth century: 1789 was not a “German”
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date, the Prussian reforms of 1806–15 took place at the height of Prussia’s

“Borussian” mission to unify the German states, 1848 was basically a “year of

madness,”  and 1866–71 were the consummation of Germany’s century-old

ambition. Third, with their professionalization in the nineteenth century German

historians abandoned the notion of universal history inherited from the

Enlightenment, despite an ever greater focus on the Occident’s special

development path and its overwhelming influence in world events. Conventional

world history, however, had no ambition to explain what made the West unique,

contenting itself instead with enumerating “the facts.”  Explaining Europe and

North America’s exceptional role in world history – clearly evident at the turn of the

twentieth century – required models and theories of the type advanced by Max

Weber and other cultural sociologists. For disciplines with a positivist orientation,

however, this approach was just as abhorrent as the historical-philosophical

answers proffered by Oswald Spengler  and later by Arnold Toynbee,  both of

whom violated accepted standards in their fields.

And yet the winds were changing, and this in multiple respects. For one thing,

Germany had undergone a successful revolution and this alone made thinking in

discontinuities more plausible than ever before. Second, an alternative

epistemological agenda gained traction in the humanities as a consequence,

military defeat and its aftermath having given rise to new political and cultural

achievements, namely the attempt, dating back to the tradition of idealism, to

offer in response to an unloved present an intellectually valid understanding of

reality and a corresponding normative conception of history.  Third, this

declaration of war against a rationalist understanding of scholarship was facilitated

by the unexpected death of numerous prominent representatives of the latter

(Simmel, Weber, Troeltsch), none of whom had left a circle of followers.  Fourth,

socialist-influenced historians, whose conception of history was likewise oriented

towards discontinuity (“revolution”) and value statements (“alienation”) and who

viewed the present in the light of a desired future, had scarcely left a dent either.

From the perspective of conventional historians, developing an alternative,

dichotomous concept of recent history was the mark of being an outsider, even in

the interwar period. The völkisch movement – emerging at the turn of the century

as a direct answer to modernity – and the “conservative revolution” with their

radical rejection of modernity were paradoxically helpful in establishing such an

alterative historiography. Both tendencies viewed the present as the result of a

world conspiracy beginning in 1789, a style of thinking that became exceptionally

popular. Both groups promised salvation by means of a counterrevolutionary act
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of violence. The similarities between their conception of history and that of their

fiercest political opponent, Marxism, are therefore no coincidence, despite their

opposing political agendas, for they had a common foe: liberalism.

In terms of their impact on historical scholarship, their historiographical

importance, Otto Brunner  and Werner Conze  are worth mentioning here as

younger historians of the 1930s who propagated völkisch ideas and hence a

different perspective on the past. They conceived of this past as being radically

different from the present – as static, ordered and fundamentally good, until the

revolution put an end to it. They thus made an indirect contribution to the theory

of modernity, their alternative to the then historiographic mainstream pointing the

way to future developments. Despite its normative view of the present and its

failure to explain the transition to modernity, the völkisch movement nonetheless

became the mouthpiece of a widespread awareness of living in a new era, one

that was radically different from anything that had come before it. Purged of its

political content, this concept of history proved quite adaptable after 1945. It was

only then that the two big antagonistic historical periods were given workable

names. Brunner, in line with his main areas of interest, was concerned with the

prerevolutionary era, which he called Old Europe (Alteuropa),  whereas Conze

called the ensuing era the “industrial world.” The latter referred to much more than

economic and social history, which is why he sometimes spoke of a “structural

history” approach.

These are the “brown roots” of the historical theory of modernity. There are two

further foundations, however. First there was Hans Rosenberg, the representative

of an earlier phase who had fled to the United States, but returned to Germany as

a visiting professor beginning in 1948. Rosenberg acquainted his students with

modern social history in the spirit of Max Weber, and a decade later with a

revitalized sociology, the new leading discipline in the 1960s which popularized

modernization theory as practiced in the United States. The latter offered a new

reading of Max Weber, stripped of his skeptical resignation about the price paid

for progress. Instead it used Weber’s guiding question to show what led the West

to modernity: a certain combination of developmental processes thought to have

normative validity. Modernization theory became the most influential (and

Protestant-tinged) master narrative of our day, offering as it did the best

arguments for the self-understanding of the “West” at the height of its international

standing. It also explained to historians why some Western societies followed

“delayed” or “divergent” development trajectories referred to as “special paths.”

The term acquired downright canonical status for an understanding of German
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history in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

This version of historiography  indebted to modernization theory and referred to

as “historical social science,” later as “social history,” and frequently associated

with the University of Bielefeld – whence many valuable impulses came, even

though representatives of this approach could be found at other German

universities as well  – only used the term modernity in passing, since the self-

perception of individuals as such (“modern”) was only vaguely relevant to its

purposes. Like the other social sciences, it preferred objectivist terminology such

as “bourgeois society,” “capitalism,” the “industrial world” or process nouns such

as “rationalization” (recently replaced by “communication” as a form of

constructed rationality) and “differentiation.” It claimed to have created the

authoritative version of historiography, at least with regard to the modern era, and

indeed the strides it made were enormous. To be sure, a conception of history

based on discontinuity and a method offering macrohistorical models of progress

raised questions that could not be answered with the tools of conventional

historians. The explanations they offered, however, yielded a sometimes quite

formulaic picture of historical progress, as a number of no less methodological

critics bemoaned.

It was hence the discontent with a historical modernization theory increasingly

perceived as schematic and anemic and which ignored the self-perception of

human beings that helped usher in the “cultural turn” of the 1980s as a counter-

model, thus making historiography susceptible to the topic of modernity

(Moderne) after all.  This was aided by a rereading of Max Weber, focusing on

his proximity to the fin de siècle and his sense for the ambivalence of the cultural

threshold around the year 1900.

There was of course another reason to address this aspect of the Moderne, one

found in more recent historical circumstances and sometimes referred to as

“factual history” (Sachgeschichte). It was right about this time that the Germans –

and of course not just the Germans – began to recognize that yet another era was

coming to a close: the classic industrial age. The end of the postwar economic

boom  and the subsequent implosion of the communist system caused

Western society to enter a deep and lasting crisis of orientation, marked by

ongoing attempts to repair the industrialized world, salvage the welfare state and

other familiar institutions, as well as to reach a new understanding of the present

and its ailments and put an end to profound cultural uncertainties. The term

Postmoderne, common until then only in literary criticism, suddenly spread like

wildfire, expressing as it did this sense of discontent, and thus opening at least a
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back door for the reception of the Moderne by historians.

Outline of a history of the Moderne
Moderne as a historical era

Moderne (modernity), as used below, is not just another word for Neuzeit (the

modern era), but is linked with attempts to understand and diagnose the times.

This aspect was inherent to the term from the very outset. It is not about different

facts, but a specific narrative perspective that respects the “modern” self-

perception of those living through it, resulting in a different periodization. We have

long been accustomed to assigning the grand historical epochs to different

centuries, but this mechanical method, initially a didactic artifice, neither overlaps

with any meaningful measure of experience nor does it determine our sense of

time. The historical debate about “long” and “short” centuries is proof of this, as is

our sense that 1945 or 1989 are more meaningful than the years 1900 or 2000.

The Moderne is an epoch that differs from all previous ones in its being

acknowledged and named as such by those living in it. This is something new. It

is obvious for the periods referred to as “antiquity” and the “Middle Ages,” but it

took about four hundred years for the awareness of living in a “new era” (neue

Zeiten), a sense of which existed ever since the sixteenth century, to be captured

in the succinct German term Neuzeit (i.e., the modern era). Its earliest known

usage is dated to 1838; it was first used by historians in 1855,  and it entered

common usage around the year 1870,  making it about as old as Moderne.

Methodological requirements: Basic processes and patterns of order

Talking about Moderne is predicated on the idea of history following a forward

trajectory, which is merely another way of saying that the notion of a “relapse into

barbarity” – sometimes used to describe the phenomenon of Nazism – is

impossible. Moderne, it is evident here, cannot be equated with progress; rather, it

is what it is: an appropriate description of our day and age.

The actual processes underlying the forward march of history are controversial.

Max Weber’s method proved inspiring, with his search for the underlying causes

of the Occident’s special development path. He saw it as the result of a chain of

contingent circumstances and not as the work of a (Hegelian) “world spirit” or

(Marxist) “society,” much less as the development of innate tendencies according

to natural laws. But a so-called project of modernity, much talked about now in

sociology and philosophy, can hardly satisfy the demand of historians for causal

complexes as an explanation for historical change, even after the linguistic turn.

[33]
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Reconstructing a historical trajectory into the present day requires two hypotheses

to identify and sort through the numerous driving forces of history and assign

them their specific roles. First, we have to assume that society has undergone a

fundamental transformation due to the rise of modernity. This involves long-term

evolutionary processes and trends, each of which evinces specific trajectories but

which essentially apply to all societies. These will be referred to in the following as

basic processes, understood as affecting different levels: institutional (state-

building and bureaucratization), economic (industrial growth with cyclical

fluctuations), epistemological (scientification and technologization), global (i.e.,

globalization or the embeddedness of Europe in the world as a whole), social

(demographic change, class formation, urbanization, alphabetization and the

expansion of education as well as mediatization), and finally the personal level

(individualization). In this regard there are essential points of intersection with

conventional modernization theory.

The second assumption, however, corrects the latter’s long-defining hypothesis of

a rigid and uniform development path resulting from the combination of all of

these basic processes working in unison and which basically rules out the active,

decision-making individual. The cultural-studies-influenced theory of modernity

offers the alternative view that the self-perception and -description of societies

changes over time, and that this process in particular is a reliable indicator of

when a society has become modern. Patterns of perception, experiences,

discourses and language are hence by no means subordinate phenomena of

structural transformation but are interdependent with the basic processes.

Referred to collectively as patterns of order, societies use them to observe

themselves and guide their development.  These patterns of order are therefore

period-specific and reach the limits of their explanatory power at a certain

moment in history. The search for better patterns then gives rise to a cultural

threshold leading to a new era. This controllability increased dramatically in the

Moderne, which means that the variety of modern manifestations increased along

with it. There are therefore just as many variations of modernity as there are

societies.

Moderne in the continuum of time: Cultural thresholds and eras

When examining the process of history, it is helpful to begin with the self-

understanding of a society (or significant parts of it), which is why this article

began with a brief look at the career of the catchword Moderne. It emerged with

and expresses a cultural threshold that separates two historical periods from each

other, referred to here as the “revolutionary era” and “industrial modernity.”  Our
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present day came in the wake of the latter, and often gives itself the (ambiguous)

label “postmodernity.” The various forms of order and the varied scope of

maneuver open to individuals differ considerably for these two periods and lend

the basic processes a very different guise. This is why the transitions, the cultural

thresholds are so interesting; by taking a closer look at them we gain a deeper

insight into the history of modernity.

The Enlightenment marked the beginning of modernity.  It countered

“revelation,” the traditional pattern of order, with self-reflective “reason,” resulting

in a cultural threshold of world-historical importance around the year 1770. It led

to a fundamental shift in language and discourse, ending a mode of self-

observation dating back to antiquity. Koselleck called it the “saddle period”

(Sattelzeit), resembling as it did a mountain saddle, marking the transition from the

language of Old Europe to that of the “modern world.” The core of modern

semantics down to the present day is found in the self-empowerment of

(Occidental) man to give the course of world events a whole new direction. A

massive shift in experience engendered a theory of the modern era, enabling

humanity to intervene in the course of events in a way that was different than

before, and this in light of an anticipated future, hence the notion of a “modern”

world.  Revolution is the most spectacular of these new possibilities, one that

could be planned, fought, or forestalled by means of reform.

The cultural threshold known as the saddle period led to a new era, though

opinions were divided about what it should be called. Revolutionaries marked the

elementary break ex negativo, as it were – having eradicated what they called the

ancien régime  – but they also proclaimed the dawn of a new era of liberty. In

the long run this contradicted the prevailing zeitgeist and therefore proved

ephemeral. A consensus over what to call the new era was only reached in the

new century, when the revolution that Napoleon declared dead in 1799

periodically reappeared. Barthold Georg Niebuhr considered it a temporary

expedient when he described his 1829 lectures as the “History of the Age of

Revolution,”  but a little over forty years later, in 1871, Jacob Burckhardt began

his lectures by saying that the events of the preceding years had shown yet again

“that everything leading up to our present day has essentially been a revolutionary

era.” The upshot was that the recent era stood “in contrast to all known

antecedents on our globe.”  This is precisely why the revolutionaries of 1792–3

had tried to sanction the dawn of a new era by instituting a calendar reform.

Every era has its patterns of order. Since these are communicated by way of

language, the era of revolutions subjected these patterns to its own novel

[39]
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dynamics. The Great Schism of premodernity, for all its conflict, left political-social

semantics untouched; it was only the Revolution that destroyed this unity. This

watershed event made discursive peace unthinkable in the future, forcing people

to choose between being for or against it; there was no (longer any) other

alternative. Hence, people in the nineteenth century had two opposing patterns of

order at their disposal: change and status quo, or translated into party-political

terms: liberalism  and conservatism. Conservatism did not comprise a viable

option for returning to Old Europe, contrary to what its adherents claimed (and

expressed in their catchword “Restoration”). It was a child of the revolution itself

and its concepts were therefore structurally modern. In the long run, it was the

liberals’ opponents who proved to be more modern and ultimately defeated

liberalism – a defeat it would never really overcome. Politicians such as Napoleon

III, Cavour, Disraeli and Bismarck found the more convincing answers to the

tumultuous effects of industrialization and its attendant social transformations,

particularly the “social question,” and, given the fact that they were in power, were

generally more capable of implementing their strategies than dogmatically rigid

liberals were. No less convincing were the promises of various strains of socialism

which, lacking any real opportunity, were spared the trouble of putting their ideas

into practice.

With its slogan “liberty, equality, fraternity,” the revolutionary era had a vision of

how to refashion the world that was radically different from anything in the

premodern era. The socialists believed that once the barriers of the feudal era

were eliminated this triad, the “main driving wheel of world history,” would triumph

of its own accord.  It seemed to be simply a matter of clearing a path for the

“movement,” which explains the temporal focus of both liberalism and socialism,

i.e., their respective belief that it was only a matter of time until they prevailed. And

yet the era’s three formative characteristics reflect the constraints that resulted

from a clash with reality. Indeed, Europe was no tabula rasa like North America,

where in many respects people were literally quite “free.” Freedom, in Europe, had

to be made by means of law and decree. Thus, the first characteristic was the

juridification of promises rooted in natural law. The terms, boundaries, and

contents had to be negotiated in each individual case, so that specific freedoms

not only varied from case to case but were fundamentally different from the

abstract, more general concept of freedom. The debate about freedom is

therefore an intrinsic part of the freedom agenda.

Things were no different with equality. This second characteristic was just as

paradoxical. The European state did not become superfluous, as the movement’s

[44]
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most radical adherents claimed it would, but actually increased in importance,

since the competing representatives of power, the nobility and the church, had

effectively been disempowered, but especially because living conditions were

becoming ever more complicated, requiring more control and guidance. The state

could no longer content itself with controlling strategic centers but had to become

territorial, organizing itself more extensively and permanently. The rule of law and

liberty therefore took the form of an administrative state with a monopoly on

legitimate violence and a trained, often privileged and hierarchically organized

bureaucracy that conducted its work in writing according to uniform criteria,

dispensed justice, and extended to the remotest village. The greater protection

and provision for the welfare of citizens went hand in hand with their loss of

autonomy, a growing tax burden and compulsory military service, with the state

increasing its control as well as its means of repression.

The third revolutionary promise, fraternity, was even more paradoxical. The

brotherhood of nations was never a guiding principle of action; rather, it was

precisely the assertion of revolutionary aims that gave rise to the nation-state –

first in France, then in response to this (or at least to the idea of it), wherever there

happened to be revolutionaries. It took decades, however, to establish this new

type of state. The nation as a new model of order was ultimately successful on

account of its dual appeal, the opportunities it afforded for participation and

concerted aggression, and because it could easily be combined with older

identities, (denominational) religion and monarchy, as well as with the new

achievements of the constitutional state. Even the old empires could not avoid

making concessions to nationalization (military conscription, official languages,

public displays of power). The integration of nation-states into the concert of

powers set up in 1815 may have been unexpected, but the subsequent creation

of the Kingdom of Italy and the German Empire had downright revolutionary

features.

Nascent industrial modernity can be understood as the era in which the

dissolution of boundaries, made possible and conceivable as a result of

revolution, was radically expanded and became a viable option. When Burckhardt

– in 1869 – described the novelty of revolution as the “freedom to postulate

anything imaginable as if the world were a tabula rasa,”  he by no means meant

that it was over. Quite the opposite, in fact, and Burckhardt himself offered a

multitude of proofs for the exponential advancement of what had been set in

motion. Indeed, by the 1880s technical-scientific innovation and the dynamics of

industrial production had already become a force of transformation. This was

[46]
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followed by the process of subjugating the rest of the world which would catapult

Europe in its forward march and whose costs were not immediately evident, as

well as by structural transformation in the political sphere due to the rise of the

media, to the masses entering politics, and the emergence of the first career

politicians. Finally, the tangible effects of social differentiation, palpable in everyday

life – not least of all the arts, which broke free from its aesthetic canon – led to a

new understanding and a new experience of time. This new sense of time, to

follow Niklas Luhmann, consisted of a “surplus of possibilities” of potential

courses of action,  replacing the time-oriented patterns of thought inherited

from the era of revolution with actor-centered ones. These new actors were ready

at hand in the form of social experts.  With their knowledge-based judgements,

prognostications and blueprints for action they replaced the rather opinion-based

or philosophical formulas of the leading intellectuals before them, who of course

did not give up without a fight but massively resisted the scientification of these

discourses.

All of these processes led (once again) around 1900 to a widespread sense of an

acceleration of time, which attentive observers interpreted as the sign of a

transition period,  a cultural threshold not only in retrospect,  perceived by

some as a crisis,  by others as a sign of hope.  They spoke alarmingly of the

fin de siècle or confidently of the Belle Époque, using the French terms (which was

still the language of elites). Gangolf Hübinger has spoken of a “double cultural

revolution” around 1900,  triggered by a heightened self-awareness and leading

not coincidentally to the “ ‘axial age” of modern science.”  Lutz Raphael

therefore offers good arguments for a structural transformation of concepts of

order, referring to them as planning and utopia.  Together with four other

characteristics, they determined the fate of the era of industrial modernism that

began around 1880 and lasted about a century.

First, the history of intellectuals and of cultures of expertise in Europe evinces

specific features (found throughout Europe). The most significant is their proximity

to the state – a not entirely coincidental reciprocity is evident here, for the

European state is unique in the world – but their close ties to the economy and

society are also rather conspicuous. The attempt to implement expert-guided

concepts of order is therefore much more widespread in Europe than it is in other

modern societies. The net of legal regulations, social security and market

regulation, but also the selection of socially desirable persons and the weeding

out of undesirable ones are much more pronounced and finely knit here than

elsewhere.
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Second, the state’s mistrust of self-government, personal autonomy and a lack of

regulation confirms the defeat of liberalism – initially brought forth by the English

and Atlantic Revolutions – in the transition to industrial modernity. Only after 1945

did liberalism concede to some extent to the trend of state interventionism,

securing its (modest) recovery. Most European societies, however, had by that

time undergone decades of totalitarian, authoritarian or (in the case of Sweden)

social-democratic state interventionism and learned to manage with it. It should

not be forgotten that in the early phases of modernity it was the most progressive

communities that ventured the step towards welfare-oriented interventionist

policies, yielding to the interests of the general public.

But the specifically modern concepts of order encountered since the 1880s were,

third, not only anti-liberal, but due to the inherent logic of knowledge-based

planning had a tendency towards totalitarianism. Those engaging in social

engineering turned out to be quite interventionist and sometimes prepared to

become repressive whenever their rational utopias met with resistance or when

they didn’t even expect the approval of those directly affected by them.  This is

a well known fact in the case of fascist and communist regimes, which gave free

reign to their professional planners in securing their objectives of domination,

much more so than liberal democracies. More recent scholarship has shown,

however, that social-democratic and social-liberal governments can also be

repressive – typically in their dealings with families, since the latter have only been

effectively shielded from state intervention by the civil codes that were introduced

in the age of revolution. Inclusion and exclusion thus prove to be essential steering

elements of modernity.

This is also true of the fourth characteristic, the leading role of the nation-state.

Contrary to a frequent claim in the literature, the nation as a model of order has

lost none of its importance – even after 1945, when mass murder and forced

expulsion made many European nations more homogeneous than ever before. To

be sure, with the decline of ideologies after 1945, the institutional nature of this

model of order eventually became more apparent.  Examples of this are industry

standards, so-called non-tariff trade barriers and measures to protect the liberal

professions, social security and retirement schemes, not to mention the various

degrees of currency nationalism depending on the country and monetary stability.

The European Economic Community was all but powerless with respect to all of

these issues, and this was of course no coincidence.

The temporalization of thought and the acceleration of time, by contrast, are a

universal phenomenon of the modern era. It is therefore worth taking a closer look
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at them. Hartmut Rosa has explained why these tendencies are still on the rise,

and not just at the level of our perception. The varying degrees of time

consumption are generally underestimated by scholars, though certainly not by

those who experience them. They result in classes of time consumers as well as

different spaces of consumption. This, in conjunction with the notion of progress

popular ever since the Enlightenment, leads to a new pattern of order whose

declared task is the creation of simultaneity. Geographic-based development

policies were a feature of the young Italian nation-state, which faced the problem

of an incomparably backward South ever since the 1870s. In the Federal Republic

of Germany, the creation of uniform or equal standards of living has even been

anchored in the constitution since 1949 with subjective legal character, meaning

these constitutional rights can be enforced in court. On the whole these examples

indicate a more or less pragmatic concept of catch-up acceleration.

The concept was unrealistic without planning, and its advancing to one of the two

guiding patterns of order in industrial modernity merely proves once again the loss

of confidence in the ordering principle of the “invisible hand.” It had long ceased to

be just about economic issues, yet it was here that the conflict between planners

and liberists was fought most intensely. This new pattern of order was everywhere

strengthened by the First World War. Whereas after 1918 most national

economies, with the exception of the agrarian sector, were at least in principle

subject to the market as a regulating instrument, criticism of this being left to

international theoretical debate, a hitherto unknown culture of planning was

prevailing in business management (Fordism), urban planning (the Athens Charter)

and the new field of youth policy (e.g., the path-breaking Reich Youth Welfare Law

of 1922 in Germany ), since this was thought to be the only way of meeting new

challenges.

The years 1929–33 were the watershed, shattering as they did the belief in the

effectiveness of the “invisible hand” and making planned economic intervention an

acceptable practice in nearly all political camps. Experts developed new ideas

about how to remedy the prevailing “chaos” by means of the sensible and

centrally planned procurement, management and distribution of scarce goods. In

1935, sociologist Karl Mannheim noted that the era of the “unplanned” was

coming to an end.  The American concept of New Deal liberalism and the

combination of assistance and control evidenced in the Swedish Folkhem  were

the first attempts at sustainably and democratically redirecting the economy, while

the fascist variant of dirgisme subjugated the economy to comprehensive steering

in the interest of waging war, and was surprisingly successful in doing so.
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Totalitarian regimes took a fundamentally different approach in their attempts to

implement their visions of utopia.  The utopia of communists was a classless

society, the Italian Fascists strove for romanità, whereas the Nazis envisioned

“racial purity.” Admittedly, the first two variants of totalitarian modernity sometimes

met with sympathy from the international community, the one because it seemed

to achieve the age-old dream of universal equality, the other because it embodied

the civilizational mission of imperialism,  with the result that many an observer

was willing to turn a blind eye to their massive use of violence. The use of violence

not only served to keep internal enemies at bay but also as a means to achieving

utopia. A characteristic feature of all modern utopias is their attempt to bring time

to a halt – to create the ultimate, ideal state which would last for all eternity.

Naturally, for reasons of political legitimation, this had to be done as quickly as

possible. The three abovementioned totalitarian regimes became “dictatorships of

acceleration,”  which suffered from “acute future stress.”  Each utopian aim

was constituted in such a way that all the others were contained within it; as soon

as the aim was achieved, the remaining problems would all be solved as well. The

ceaseless exertion of all available forces was indeed a rhetorical constant, but

daily life was also subject to ongoing efforts at acceleration, whether through

competitions, promises of a better future, or mass mobilization – but mostly just

through simple commands.

Communist utopia eventually lost its appeal, restricting itself after Stalin’s death for

the most part to formulaic speech, until even here utopia vanished. The two other

utopias, Italian Fascism and Nazism, had lost all credibility before the war was

over, but their supporters, having long played the national card, had to be

defeated militarily. The mystique of utopia had not entirely disappeared, however.

Its counterpart, total planning, was still going strong. After 1945, planning experts

in Western Europe had drifted into bureaucracy, and now, with the blessing of

American experts, combined their traditions with the principle of Keynesian global

steering for the purpose of reconstructing the Continent. Thus, despite many

liberal declarations, political-economic planning enjoyed its greatest flowering for

two and half decades. Italian dirigisti, representatives of planification trained in

Vichy, and German Ordoliberals organized the reconstruction of their countries,

hedging these efforts by creating a supranational “High Authority” to steer the

supply of coal and steel, with parliamentary control playing virtually no role

whatsoever.  In the European Economic Community, too, founded in 1957, and

its successor organization, the European Union, experts have played a leading

role down to the present day. Whether the Trente Glorieuses, the “Glorious Thirty”
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years that bestowed on Europe mass prosperity, a “leveled middle-class society”

and numerous cultural upheavals, was thanks to comprehensive planning is a

matter of debate. In any case, the prominent role of state planning was relegated

to the past once Europeans awoke from “their short-lived dream of continual

prosperity”  and were forced to acknowledge that the previous steering

instruments had lost their effectiveness.

The other key pattern of order of industrial modernity, utopia, came to an end at

about the same time. In 1985, Jürgen Habermas noted the “exhaustion of utopian

energies” resulting from the “worldwide threat to universal life-interests” and

attendant anxieties about the future.  Though experts, and in their wake

politicians, may still be envisioning “major projects” – the battle against climate

change is one of the biggest projects to date due to its global reach – the general

public has long become skeptical. Pluralization, instability and uncertainty have all

been on the rise, prompting Habermas to talk about a “new complexity” (neue

Unübersichtlichkeit).  Behind this lurks an experience that is very real, one that

was felt quite acutely in the industrial period of European modernity. There is no

need to recap recent contemporary history here. It is now well acknowledged that

the end of the postwar economic boom, evident since the early 1970s, was not

just a cyclical downswing; it signified a fundamental economic shift, with attendant

changes to the social order and value systems.  The term “postmodern” was

ready at hand, becoming the “catchword of a [new] sense of time,”  expressing

above all the loss of familiar securities. But the term postmodernity can

sometimes be misleading, which is why a number of cultural sociologists have

offered alternative labels. Ulrich Beck speaks of a “second modernity,”  Peter

Wagner of an “extended liberal modernity,”  and Wolfgang Welsch of

“postmodern modernity.”  These terms, however, imply certain normative

definitions – a common feature of cultural sociology, but one that historians

generally shy away from when it comes to labeling historical periods. I do not use

them here for this very reason.

There is good reason to believe, however, that we are witnessing a new cultural

threshold, from industrial to postindustrial modernity. This does not mean

modernity has ended;  it has merely assumed a new guise, following new

patterns of order and new guiding concepts. In place of sweeping explanations,

suffice it to point out here that the notions of “modernization” and “progress” have

become a point of contention over the last four decades. However misguided its

individual prognoses, Dennis Meadows’s 1972 bestseller The Limits to Growth

undoubtedly lent expression to a widespread sense of anxiety about the value
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system of industrial modernity. This anxiety unites value-conservative ecologists

and leftist critics of capitalism, and has caused the classic right-left dichotomy in

politics to gradually lose its validity, despite its still being using as a rhetorical tool

to mobilize the masses. There are many indications that one of the new, prevailing

patterns of order is “sustainability” (Nachhaltigkeit). Coined in Germany in the

eighteenth century by the newly emerging science of forestry and used for two

centuries as a technical term, the concept entered general usage (and is still

ubiquitous today) with the warning issued by the Club of Rome, bringing to our

awareness the finitude of natural resources.

This is indeed quite a contrast to the triumphalism of the Berlin literati who

christened the term modernity (Moderne) in 1886. But even postmodernism

knows a self-aware and optimistic pattern of order. Not everyone took as dim a

view as Meadows and Habermas. There was even good reason to claim that

times weren’t bad, they were simply different, that there were plenty of reasons to

feel confident, because boundaries were being expanded and some barriers even

lifted. From this perspective, the first signs of change in everyday life were

achievements like popular culture, sexual liberation, the emancipation of women

and other attacks on the traditional supremacy of older, white males. Values were

changing everywhere (though hardly the fait accompli some would claim). These

barriers being lifted calls to mind the dissolution of technical boundaries in the

form of commercial television, personal computers and the Internet, or political

ones like the fall of the Wall, German reunification, the Schengen Accord – in short

the implosion of communism and the unification of Europe. The “end of

certainty,”  in other words, was accompanied and counterbalanced by new

experiences and possibilities.

But these changes were not restricted to politics and technology; basic economic

convictions were dissolving and transforming as well. The failure of Keynesian

global steering evident in the crises of the 1970s almost inevitably enhanced the

value of institutions such as the “marketplace” and “freedom.” The real sea

change began in the 1980s, when the state, economy and society were subjected

to a relentless new regime. Under the pressure of a new global situation, our

worldview underwent a massive shift. This is why historians refer to a “paradigm

shift of modernity,” in the course of which “the basic economic, social, political

and cultural structures of industrial modernity” were corroded.  What replaced

them was anything but permanent. The characteristic features of our new

modernity are mobility, volatility and an unrelenting pressure to optimize everything

and everyone, even our own selves. Supported by advances in information
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technology – the World Wide Web went online in 1993 – the neoliberal agenda

has intensified its steering of political institutions at the national and, even more

so, the European level. The “most important and powerful force” behind the

“complex transformations” of the past forty years has become ever more

apparent, and was plainly visible with the financial crash of 2008: digital financial-

market capitalism.  It is hardly limited to the banking sector, not even to the

economy, but contains the promise of universal freedom. Indeed – for better or for

worse – the lives of most individuals are subordinate to this new regime by dint of

this new model of order.

The era of postmodernity is thus fundamentally determined by the basic conflict

between these two new central patterns of order: sustainability and

neoliberalism.  These are no subtle alternatives like during industrial modernity.

The oppositions this time are radical: anxiety vs. hope. In the first instance people

perceive the world and regulate their behavior based on an apocalyptic fear of the

future – for the first time in a long time. The truly modern thing about this vision of

Armageddon through nuclear death or climate change is the role of the natural

and life sciences, which not only provide the diagnosis but offer instructions on

how to avert this imminent catastrophe. In the other instance it is a secular

promise of salvation held out by neoliberalism, whose adherents espouse a core

set of dogmatic principles and whose maxims are therefore frequently referred to

by critics as a “catechism.” On the whole it exhibits quasi religious traits,  since

the doctrine isn’t limited to economic behavior. Indeed, neoliberalism has

meanwhile become a guiding principle of social policy even outside the realm of

economics, propagating a variety of values with a direct impact on daily life. A

comparison of these two patterns of order ultimately reveals that they both exhibit

traits of a system of belief, thus confirming the hypothesis of Wilhelm Graf that

processes of cultural self-understanding have deep religious roots, even if the

protagonists themselves are not aware of this.  In typically modern fashion, we

are faced with “multiple future possibilities” marked by a vastly complex

interdependency between the present and the past.

Conclusion

The unique thing about the Moderne / modernity is its multitude of characteristics

or meanings. It refers first of all to a certain style, second to a normatively charged

view of the present, and third to an era that in many ways does not overlap with

the conventional periodizations suggested by historians. These multiple

dimensions make it easy to understand why Moderne soon expanded beyond its

original literary context not long after it was coined in German. The catchword was
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used to define in general terms the role of the present and its achievements, not

without evaluating and contesting it. It provided an explanation for prevailing

conflicts better than any other phrase or slogan. In other words, the concept lent

itself perfectly to diagnosing the times, as observed by Brockhaus more than a

century ago. Scholars were using the concept to describe these phenomena long

before they adopted the actual word. Only when the era known as industrial

modernity came to a close and scholars began to better understand it did they

put the word to scholarly use.

To close, I will outline five reasons for the suitability of the historical theory of

Moderne / modernity presented here. First, it is a content-related periodization

rather than following the customary schematic-chronological approach. Second, it

gives contemporaries their due, showing consideration for their experiences and

perceptions, which offer important arguments for delimiting and defining the

period. At the same time this allows the incorporation of methodological controls

which, third, helps avoid confusion of the kind caused by the roundtable of the

American Historical Review.  (Events like these, with their freewheeling use of

the term “modernity,” should serve as a warning to future historians.) Fourth, the

concept allows historians to emancipate themselves from the influential but often

unhistorical discussions conducted in the fields of sociology and philosophy,

some of whose more prominent representatives have tried to link modernity to

normative ideas – whether the historical pessimism of the founders of the

Frankfurt School (Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno) or the optimism of its

current doyen (Habermas). Historical periods are neither “good” nor “bad,” and

even Habermas’s notion of the “project of modernity” being incomplete is

incompatible with current standards of historical scholarship precisely because of

its inherent historical philosophy.  Fifth, and finally, the alternative periodization

offered here heightens our awareness of the highly dramatic break in historical

continuity that took place around 1800, comparable only to the so-called Neolithic

Revolution. Its pressures have caused thought, speech and behavior to

recurrently undergo radical changes, especially during the cultural thresholds of

1900 and 1980. This does not however – I repeat once again – imply any kind of

value judgment.
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